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-Albert Einstein 

 

"Any intelligent fool can make things bigger and more complex... 
It takes a touch of genius - and a lot of courage to move in the 
opposite direction."  

Welcome to Graduate School... 

You have passion.  You know what’s ’right’ (and what’s not).  

You seek to make things better- a LOT better– more Reliable, more Efficient, 
more Productive, and certainly....as Safe as possible. 

It’s time to go [much] further.   

It incorporates the strategies, tactics, and tools provided in Human Performance 
LEADERSHIP™ and then dives DEEP- into the underlying essence of human 
motivation and decision-making.   

I understand you. 

I also know it’s likely you’ve been frustrated– VERY frustrated.  You know what’s 
possible, yet wonder HOW to make it happen.  

The PPI Next-Gen Human Performance MasterClass is a learning opportunity 
unlike any you’ve previously encountered.  

It’s about YOU– as an INFLUENCER, as a LEADER, as a CATALYST for 
CULTURE TRANSFORMATION. 

It’s time to find your ‘center’- to embrace simplicity on the FAR side of complexity.  

It’s time to become a MASTER of INFLUENCE– one who accelerates the 
pace...overcomes roadblocks...makes things happen.  

This MasterClass is typically offered as part of the PPI Human Performance Summit. 
For upcoming dates/locations go here: https://ppiweb.com/events/  

https://www.ppiweb.com/husummit/
https://ppiweb.com/events/
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Work with me personally... 
I personally facilitate the Next-Gen Human  
Performance MasterClass because…          
I LOVE doing so.   

It gives me the opportunity to share the 
very latest ‘think different’ insights, strat-
egies, and tactics.     

Never doubt... 

BUT, when you attend- be prepared for a few surprises.  You and I (along   
with like-minded colleagues from many industries) will have the good fortune  
to   explore the most emergent science, insights, and practices in Performance  
Improvement…together.  

What now? 

AND…I get to do so in a room filled with 
people like you- those who are wholly 
committed to making a positive difference- 
in their lives, their workplaces...our world.    

The Next-Gen Human Performance MasterClass is typically offered as part of 
the semi-annual PPI Human Performance Summit.  The following pages offer 
an overview, including links to FAQs, upcoming sessions, and registration. 

As Margaret Mead put it, “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, concerned 
citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”  

I’m excited to have a world-changer such as you in an upcoming session.  

Until then, 
LIVE on purpose, 

LOVE from your Core, and 

SEEK ALWAYS to MAKE a DIFFERENCE! 
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During our time together in the Next-Gen 
Human Performance MasterClass, we 
synthesize and explore.  

You will experience the full Human          
Performance LEADERSHIP™ curriculum 
while diving DEEP into the WHYs underlying 
peoples’ choices, actions, and behaviors. 
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Understanding WHY grants you exceptional POWER 

Giving you an unfair advantage... 
When we DIVE DEEP and immerse, you will (quite honestly) attain an extremely 
unfair advantage.   

We roll up our shirtsleeves to define, dissect, 
and  understand the psychology, physiology, 
and neuroscience of Human Motivation and 
Human Performance. 

When it comes to dealing with other people in your life, your capabilities will 
soar.  You’ll find this to be true professionally and personally- in ALL directions.  

This may sound complex, but trust me, as your ‘light bulb’ illuminates, you’ll find 
yourself moving in the opposite direction- with clarity, simplicity, and confident 
‘knowing’.  

Your ability to influence others will catapult- subordinates, peers, bosses, board 
members…your spouse, partner, or ‘significant other’.  

But don’t just take my word for it...  

See what others have to say:  https://www.ppiweb.com/testimonials/ 
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https://www.ppiweb.net/testimonials/
https://www.ppiweb.net/testimonials/
https://www.ppiweb.net/testimonials/
https://www.ppiweb.net/testimonials/
https://www.ppiweb.net/testimonials/


One TEAM.  One GOAL.  One CONVERSATION. 
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Through the experience together... 
Here’s how you and I (and your fellow participants) will work through this 
experience together... 

Phase One 

You’ll ‘get’ WHY you do things the way you do 
when you do them…and most importantly 
WHY you feel the way you do.  You’ll begin 
looking in the mirror with positive expectation.  

Understand yourself MUCH better  

Phase Two 

Understand others MUCH better  
Having acute awareness of ‘self’, you’ll be able to 
relate to others in ways never before possible- their 
attitudes, perceptions, and motivations…in other 
words, their internal reasons “why” (granting you 
inordinate power to influence behaviors).  

Phase Three 

Understand HOW to transform culture  
Human Performance lies at the CORE of all 
performance.  Understanding team member 
WHYs…at the core…affords you supreme 
abilities to shift behaviors.  Shifting collective 
behaviors transforms culture.  
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WHAT to do.  HOW to do it.  WHY it works. 
The Next-Gen Human Performance MasterClass curriculum is fluid.  
It’s interactive.  It’s all about moving from awareness to understanding 
to synthesis…to KNOWING.  

Blasting through the ‘status quo’ 

‘YOUR Time’ on STEROIDS 

In addition to experiencing core  

physiology, and neuroscience  
elements of psychology,  

currently plaguing improvement efforts.  

related to behaviors and influence, 
we’ll uproot and dispel complicated 
and ridiculous concepts and programs  

Together, we’ll dive into ‘latest’ discoveries- emergent disruptors to ‘old-school’ 
thought and common paradigms– getting to the ‘real meat’ of Next-Generation 
Performance Improvement. 

Look- some will be turned off by what I just said– others merely ‘interested’, or 
mildly ‘intrigued’.  

I believe YOU’RE DIFFERENT.  

Whether your primary focus is Reliability, Efficiency, Productivity, or Safety (or 
all of these), I believe you ‘get’ there’s a [much] better [truly human] pathway to 
Performance Improvement.  As such, I implore you to register.    

First of all- we have a blast!  

Second-, you’ll finally put the pieces together.  Those things you ’ve 
thought about, perhaps even studied, will come together for you in a way 
that’ll rock your world!  

Those who you lead will be forever in your debt.  
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[Truly] Human Performance™ MasterClass Curriculum 

 “The key to successful leadership today is influence, not authority.” 
–Ken Blanchard 

During the MasterClass, we work through every element of the 
Human Performance LEADERSHIP™ Course…                            
at the Graduate Level.   
Going beyond WHAT to do, you’ll gain a clear understanding of 
WHY the [truly] human approach works. The insights and     
awareness you’ll attain will greatly increase your personal power.   

And the GREAT News is... 
All but a tiny percentage of humanity gets either freaked out, or anticipates      
extremely tedious boredom when considering topics such as ‘psychology’,       
‘psycho-biology’, and ‘neuroscience’. This very well might include you… 

“I wouldn’t give a fig for simplicity on the near-side of complexity,      
but I’d give my right arm for simplicity on the far-side of complexity.” 

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.            
US Supreme Court Justice 

HOWEVER– we heartily agree with Justice Holmes.  While our world is full of 
platitudes, hollow clichés, and inflated euphemisms, we take tremendous pride 
in taking the complex and making it simple, tangible, and directly usable. 
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In other words... 

Next-Gen Understanding  

Upon successful completion of the Next-Gen Human Performance   
MasterClass, you will genuinely ’get’ concepts otherwise typically     
taking up to six years of University-Level education to comprehend. 

You will not only acquire tangible/usable tools of INFLUENCE, you’ll      
understand WHY they work.  AND...you’ll have FUN doing so!  

As previously mentioned, the MasterClass is kept fluid for two reasons...  

1. Science continues to discover wholly new insights in human biology,           
behavior, and neuroscience at an incredibly rapid rate.             
We engage in CANI (Constant And Never-ending Improvement).     
We seek to bring you the very latest (and have no idea what might be 
discovered between now and when you join us in the MasterClass).  

2. Our world is very diverse and dynamic. 
The mix of colleagues in your class, as well as emergent world and 
industry issues and events, often shape our discussions and areas of 
focus.  (As we said– this is Graduate-Level stuff.) 

Rest Assured... 

Professional Development Hours (PDH) 
Successful completion of the PPI Next-Gen Human Performance MasterClass 
curriculum qualifies for award of (24) Professional Development Hours (PDH) 

by the Human Performance Association (HPA). 

No matter your industry, or size of your organization, you will return 
from this learning experience with a tangible PLAN OF ACTION.   
You will know WHERE (and HOW) to begin, grow and sustain       
[Truly] Human Performance Improvement. 
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Still have questions? 
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(Frequently Asked Questions) 

GO HERE:  

FAQs 

Upcoming Opportunities 

To Register 

https://www.ppiweb.com/masterclass/faqs/  

GO HERE:  
https://www.ppiweb.com/events/ 

GO HERE:  

If you’re considering applying for the Next-Gen Human Performance 
Leadership (HPI) MasterClass, and still have questions, feel free to 
call Cheryl, our Strategic Administrator, at 1-702-331-8391. (or you 
can send her an email: cheryl.demarais@ppiweb.com) 

If you’d like to talk with me personally, let 
Cheryl know, and she’ll set up a time for 
us to chat.  

https://www.ppiweb.com/events/ 
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